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INTRODUCTION

In July of 1975 the Governor's Cor®rission on Crime Prevention

and Control received a grant from' the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration to conduct pioneering work in an area of crime control

known as Crim8 Preven"tion Through Environmental Design (CPTED). The

initi a1 phase of this work is focused on Minneapolis. This docu

ment is a progress report which describes the program and identifies

neighborlloods in Minneapolis for which demonstration CPTED plans will

be developed. Subsequent reports will detail the nature of crime-

environment problems on a citywide basis, will propose strategies

for dealing with these problems, and will prN;ent crime reduction

plans for demonstration neighborhoods.



CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

THE PURPOSE OF CPTED

The magnitude of the crime problem ill1d the concern it generates

among the citizenry has been documented repeatedly in recent years.

Relative to cities its size, Minneapolis ranks high in terms of the,

magni t.ude of crime report.ed to police.

The cos'cs of crime are not limited to the losses suffered by vic

tims. Spiraling insurance "rates and rising costs of maintaining

adequate police protection borne by the entire community must also be

considered. Crime imposes substantial indir.ect costs as well. ~1ese

costs stem from changes in the attitudes and behavior of persons who

may never have been directly involved in a crime, but who incur losses

because they try to prevent their own victi~ization. ~lese changes

range from curtailing evening activities and avoiding certain areas to,

in some cases, moving out of a neighborhood.

Efforts to combat crime generally have focused on the offender.

Law enforcement agencies have been expanded and new enforcement strat

egies developed with the goal of reducing crime by increasing the risk

of apprehension. Efforts have been made to increase the efficiency of

courts to ensure the swiftness of punishment. Correctional systems

have been modified to emphasize rehabilitation of inmates.
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CPTED changes the focus of crime control efforts from the criminal

to the environment in which criminal acts occur. This environmental

approach assumes that a criminal act requires a combination of criminal

motivation and opportunity. ~~e presence of opportunity may frequently

precipitate crime.

~be purpose of CPTED is to reduce crime by minimizing criminal

opportunity. Its focus is lim~ited to crimes, such as burglary, where

opportunity appears to be important. CP~~D is generally restricted

to stranger-to-stranger crimes. Not only are stranger-to-stranger

crimes more often a function of opportunity, bu·t these crimes appear

to engender the greatest amount of public fear. TI1e goal~of CPTED

then, is to limit criminal opportunity by :n,shaping the social and

physical environment. In so doing, not onJ.y should crime be reduced,

but the fear associated with these crimes also ma.y be diminished.

FUNDAMEN'rALS OF CPTED

The impetus for CPTED came largely from work produced for LEAA

by architect Oscar Newman and his colleagues. Newman headed a team of

architects and social scientists who studied "the extent to which the

physical design of residential complexes and their disposition in the

urban setting affected the frequency of crime and vandalism." The

study indicated that appropriate building design and site planning can

crea.te what Newma.n calls "defensible space." This is space that en

courages protective attitudes and practices on the part of residents.
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The CPTED program which grm'l from Newman's work is much broader

than defensible space. It inco:r:porates a variety of anti-crime re

sources in addition to physical design: police, community groups, and

target hardening strategies. CPTED seeks to combine these resources in

such a way as to create an environment minimally supportive of criminal

activity.

For example, \vhen approaching a residential burglary problem

through CP'l'ED, the following stra"tegies viOuld be considered:

1. Means for modifying exis"ting structures such as installing

stronger doors and locks, alarms, better lighting, erecting

physical or symbolic barriers, closing streets .•

2. Community participa..tion techniques to encourage mutual sur

veillance and support and to increase the familiarity of

neighbors vl:i.th one another.

3. Alternative police patrol practices.

4. Performance standards, zoning changes and design guidelines

for future development.

As is suggested by the example, CPTED depends as much on changing

the way the environment is used as on changing the actual environment.

Even when physical changes are proposed, their purpose is to facilitate

the operation of informal social processes. Consequently, citizen

involvement is a critical component of CPTED.
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ADVANTAGES OF CPTED

It should not be presumed that CP'rED can replace crime control tech

niques already in use. However, for certain crimes, CPTED does appear

to offer several advantages not conm~n to most existing strategies.

These advantages which are listed below suggest that,CPTED should be

an important component of any comprehensive crime control program.

~,~!.J.:s J2~~~!:J-v~. Most methods of crime control are reactive.

They corne into play only after a crime has been committed. It is

difficult to control crime if we mu.st allow it to occur before taking

action. Since CPTED operates to reduce opportunity for crime, it may

possibly provide a more cost-effective means of reducing crime.

2. It shifts initiative from the offender. Mos·t crime con·trol

strategies leave t.he initiative for determining where and when crimes

will occur to the offender. CP'l'ED is one way ·to begin denying this

freedom. Lacking this freedom, the offender may be forced to take

greater risks and be less able to calculate these risks. 'l~is in

turn may disincline criminal activity and increase the possibility of

apprehension.

~ It has ~ec~ndary benefits. CP'lED endeavors to facilitate

informal social processes. In so doing, it can provide incidental

benefits to the quality of life in addition to reducing crime and its

associated fear. For example, it is possible through physical design

or redesign to encourage inhabitants to regain a proprietary interest

in their environment and to foster productive neighborhood groups.
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CP'I'ED IN MINNEAPOLIS

At present Minneapolis is the focus of two CPTED projects. One

project is part of a national CP'I'ED demonstration nnder the direction

of a consortium organized by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and

under the auspices of LEAA. Westinghouse will extend the concept of

CPTED into four types of environmeJ1"tal settings: priva·te residences,

schools, transportation systems, and cOlmnercial areas. The Willard-

Homewood neighborhood in Minneapolis was designated as the site for a

residential demonstration program. As the ViTestinghouse document. states,

'''Ihe objectives of the Residential Demonstrat.ion Plan inc).ude not only

tile development and testing of strategies 'to reduce crime and the fear

of crime, but. also t:.he development of a process that can be applied by

other residential areas throughout the country."

The second project is being conducted by staff of the Governor's

COlmrdssion on Crime Prevention and Control (GCCP&C). The project is a

first attempt to develop and implement methods for applying CPTED on

a state-wide basis. While the first stage of the project focuses on

Minneapolis, the overall objective of the project is to make training

and technical assistance in CP'I'ED available to communities throughout

the state.

The Hinneapolis phase of the project involves the following

activities:

1. Analysis of crime-environrnent relationships in Minneapolis.
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2. Preparation of an overall CP'l'ED plan for the city of Hinneapolis

including development of demonstration plans for selected neigh

borhoods.

3. Assistance in the implementation of demonstration plans.

4. Preparation of technical assistance programs for use by other

areas of the city.

The remainder of this report describes the data to be used in

analyzing crime-environment problems, and describes the process of

selecting sites for demonstration CPTED plans.

ANALYSIS OF CRIHE-ENVIRONMENT RELATIONSHIPS

Application of CPTED strategies will vary v·lith the characteristics

of the particular crime-environment problem. Thus, basic to the prep

tarat.ion of any CPTED plan is an analysis of the environment:al components

of the crime problem. This analysis includes examination of offense re-

ports from police records, interviews with citizens concerning fear and

victimization, and land use and census data.

OFFENSE DA'.rA

Major portions of police offense reports are in narrative form.

In order to statistically analyze the environmental components of crime

problems, it was necessary to code t.his information into numerical

form. Information ¥las extracted from offense reports assigned by the
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Minneapolis Police Department during the period July 1, 1974 through

June 30, 1975. ~~e data was collected from offenses reported across

the entire city. With the exception of assaults, only those offenses

which appear to be related to opport\lllity and which generally occur

between s·trangers were considered. Data \-laS extracted from some

22,000 offense reports, or almost sixty percent of all reports assigned

during the sample year. Auto theft (~lhere offense reports offered the

least informa-tion), lal:'ceny and vandalism (crimes considered less severe)

were sampled. The total number of reports read and coded was broken

down as follows:

r--.-----.--------,---'-------------,

Sample of offense
reports coded

Assaults (including rape)
Auto theft:
Burglary
Larceny
Robbe:cy
Vandalism

All
1 of 5
All

1 of 4
All

1 of 4

4,537
1,015

10,331
2,132
2,682
1,212

""- .
1-- +- _

TOTAL

FEAR AND VICTIMIZATION DATA

21,909

Because the fear of crime is as important a concern as crime itself,

the project contracted for a survey of 1600 residents of Minneapolis.

The overall sample was a composite of probw)ility samples from the ten

planning communities in Minneapolis. Interviews were person-to-person

and were from 45-75 minutes in length.
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Questions in the interview tapped the respondents' perception of

his neighborhood, including the quality of life, and sense of belonging

to his neighborhood; fear of crime, steps taken to secure the home

against crime; reaction to police; and victimization.

IA~ID USE lli~D CENSUS DATA

Since CPTED is concerned with the effect of environmental factors

on crime, i'c was essential to acquire information on social and physical

environmental characteristics of the city. 'l'he information acquired

from several sources included housing type and mix, location of corrmer-

cial establishments, population density and age distribu~ion. 'l'his

information was obtained from the Property Management files of the

Minneapolis Planning ill1d Development Division and from the united States

Bureau of the Census.

DEVELOPMEWf OF A CITYWIDE CPTED PLAN

Analysis of these data on a citywide basis will document in the

greatest detail to date the nature of the crime and fear problem in

Minneapolis. Analysis of the data on a citywide basis will enable the

city to prioritize these problems, both by crime type and by area, This

prioritization will provide a frame\·mrk for the systematic development

of localized strategies and the systematic expenditure of funds.

In addition to suggesting priorities, this analysis \vill indicate

broad categories of strategies which are applicable for varying crime
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problems, and will suggest the relative merit and cost of those strat-

egies. Because t,he crime problem varies by neighborhood, the analysis

can suggest combinations of strategies which are most appropriate for

different neighborhoods as well as different types of structures.

This analysis will be documented as part of the citywide CPTED

plan for Minneapolis and should provie useful to other ongoing

planning and development efforts. For example, fear data might suggest

priorities for st.reet lighting programs or improvements in pax'k security.

Crime analysis could contribute to the redesigning of streets, alterna-

tive deployment of police resources or the design of neighborhood housing

and conunercial rehabilitation projects. In addition, the' analysis could

result in recommendations for security standards in building codes.

Comple'Uon of this analysis and presentation of the plan to the

city of Minneapolis is anticipated in October, 1976.

NEIGHBORHOOD DEMONSTRATION PlANS

PURPOSE OF tmIGHBORHOOD DEMONSTRATION PLANS
~._-----~.~-~-

-----------.-
.._------

An integral element of the CPTED plan for Minneapolis is the develop-

ment and implementation of neighborhood plans for selected areas in the

city. These neighborhood plans will serve a number of purposes.

The primary purpose of these sub-plans will be to field test the

CPTED process. While CPTED is a promising approach to crime reduc-

tion, it is a new concept and as such, there is much which is unknown
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about its application and effectiveness. It is essential that CPTED

be tested in a vari.ety of settings before large amounts of pUblic funds

are invested in it. Implementation of CPTED in various settings on a

demonstration basis will pennit the identification and correction of

problems that may exist in CPTED. Once corrected, t.hese demonstrations

will provide a model for the planning of CPTED programs for other areas

of Hinneapolis. In addition, these demonst:rations can be used to eval

uate the E-~ffectiveneGs of alt.ernative CP'I1E~D strategies. The results of

t.hese evaluat:ions will provide further guidance to the city for future

implementation.

CRI'l'ERIA FOR NEIGHBOPJ:TOOD SELEC'rrON

The intensive involvement of project staff requi:ced in each demon-

stration neighborhood limited the number of neighborhoods which could

be selected as demonstration sites. TvlO primary criteria were considered

in identifying demonstration neighborhoods. 1) Priority \vas given to

areas where the level of crime was substan'c.i.al. 2) The neighborhoods

selected had to represent a variety of crime-environment settings in

order to maximize learning and demonstration potential.

L Level of Crime. Tl1.is criterion was chosen for several reasons.

a) These areas have the greatest need for assistance in con

trolling crime.

b) 'rhe existence of a serious cri.me problem should be an

advantage in securing citizen participation.
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c) To investigate crime-environment relationships requires a

sufficient number of crimes to make any patterns discernable.

d) To demonstrate the effectiveness of CPTED strategies in an

area, it is important Ulat a fairly high level of crime

exist. When crime rate is low, random fluctuations in crime

occurrences would make evaluation of crime control effort,s

more difficult.

In searching for c1emonstraU.on sites, the unit. of analysis used

was the census tract. TIlis unit of analysis was chosen because of the

availabili ty of data a't t.he census tract level and because the census

tract is an appropriatE.'ly sized area for a demonstration "site. In order to

determine which census tracts have substcmU.al crime problems all census

tracts were compared on the basis of the rate of a) residential burglary,

b) commercial burglary, c) commercia.l robbery t <:md d) street. crime.

Street crime includes rapes and assaults, street robbery, and ,those lar

cenies such as purse snatching which involve direct theft from persons

and which are conunitted in ext.erior spaces. St.ree't crimes which did not

involve strangers were excluded. 'I'hese crimes were chosen because they

are crimes of opportunity, and they seem to be most associated with fear

of crime.

Crime is usually measured on the basis of number of crimes per

1000 population. The purpose of course, is to standardize the crime

rate, taking into account variations in the population. However, pop

ulation is an inappropria.te base for ma.ny crimes and as such is
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misleading. ~~or example, people are not burglarized, rather their homes

are burglarized. Accordingly, a more appropriate measure of the burglary

problem is one based on the opportunity for burglary, that is, based on

the nurr~er of dwelling units. Likewise, cOl®~rcial crimes are not com

mitted against the population in general, but against commercial estab

lishments. A clearer picture of the commercial crime problem would be

a rate based on opportunity Ii.e., n\llTiber of cornrnercial establishments.

Even crimes against persons, expressed as a number per 1000 persons is

misleading as the population of an area is not stable during a twenty

four hour period. For exmaple, the population of the central business

district swells during Jche day and on weeJ:end evenings c:seating more po

tential victims of street crime. But bec2n:,se so few people actuallY live

in the central business district, the rate of street crime in that area

is greatly exaggerated.

Opportuni ty based crime rates are a more meaning"ful measure for

comparing the relative risk of crime in different areas. However, ob

taining data from which to determine opportunity was practical only in

the case of residential burglary. For the remaining three crimes--street

crime, commercial burglary, and robbery--simple frequencies were used to

rank census tracts. It was felt that simple frequency was a better cri

terion than rates based on population as the latter rate distorts the

true crime picture. With the exception of residential burglary, the

frequency of crime is low on a trac"t-by-tract basis. Using the frequency

of these crimes to rank census tracts ensured that a demonstration area
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has an adequate level of crime to demonstrate tile effectiveness of CPTED

strategies.

In sum, simple frequency figures were used to l:ank current

tracts on all crimes except residential burglary. A rati.o of offenses

to residential units was used to ra:nk tracts on residential burglary.

Tracts which did not fall wi·thin the top quartile on at least one of the

rankings were excluded from further consideration.

2. Variety of CriTl1.e-Environment_SeJ,=~gs. If CprI'ED were a proven

approach to crime )~eduction, the level of crime could serve as the single

selection criterion, cmd CPTED plans could be developed for areas with the

highest crime occurrence. But CP'l'ED is a r,ew approach to crime reduc-

tion and there are many gaps in what is kno<.'ln about its application to

different crime-environment problems. Under this condi t:ion, the existence

of a substantial crime rate is only a necessary, not a sufficient cri

terion for neighborhood selection. Additional criteria were developed

to ensure that neighborhoods were selected to represent a variety of

crime-environment problems, not simply a hig"h level of crime. 'lhe inclu

sion of all possible crime-environment issues, of course, was not possible.

But major dimensions of crime-environment problems could be sampled. The

following dimensions were considered in the selection process:

a. Type of Crime Problem

b. Land Use

c. Level of Community Organization
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Different types of crime problems can be expected to require

different strategies. It was, therefore, considered important that.

the demonstration sites have different predominant crime patterns.

Outside the central business district, commercial crime does

not cluster within a neighborhood setting but rather is scattered among

isolated commercial establishments. However, adjacent. to and some-times

forming the boundaries of neigbborhoods, are commercial strips which do

have a crime problem. In order to deal with comn~rcial crime in a

cOlmnunity setting, it was important that commercial strips wiD1 commer-

cial crimE:~ problems be included as part of the demonstrat-ion.

b. Land Use

Different environmental settings call for different CPTED strat-

egies even when the type of crime remains the same. For example, stopping

burglary in an apartment building would require different strategies than

would stopping a burglary problem in an area of single family homes.

Consequently f demonstration sites were sought that provided exa.mples of

different envi:r-onmen-:::al settings. Some of the settings considered im-

portant were parks, schools, housing for the elderly, various types of

commercial establishments, housing with different density and design

features.

As indicated above, t.he demonstrations focus on applying strat-

egies. Application of many CP'l'ED strategies is impossible without
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community support. Generating community support through coumlUnity

organizing is a major effort. and one which could divert efforts from

the primary focus of ·the project, which is developing and implementing

crime prevention strategies. In order to keep the communit.y organiza

tion effort within manageable bounds, areas in which the organizing

task seemed particularly extensive were avoided. However, areas rec

ommended for demonstration work represent ,a variety of organizational

arrangements.

NEIGHBORHOODS SELECTED FOR DEMONSTRATION SI'I'ES

Three separate demonstration sites have been identified. Each has

a substantial crime problem, and in combination t.hese sites represent, a

variety of crime'-environment problems. The locations of the sites are

shown on the following map of the city of Minneapolis. These sites are

located within the Hawthorne, Whittier North, and Lowry Hill East neigh

borhoods. 'J.'he following paragraphs describe the sites and indicate

some of the features which contribute to their value for demonstration

purposes.

SITE 1: HAWTHORNE NEIGHBORHOOD

Site 1 consists primarily of Census Tract 22. For demonstration

purposes, the boundary has been expanded two blocks south of Broadway

to include the commercial development along Broadway and 600-l8th Avenue

North, which is a Housing and Redevelopment Authority housing develop':"

ment for Senior Citizens. The boundary to the west has been extended
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one block west of Girard to include the site of North Star Elementary

School.

The area. consists larg-ely of single family and duplex housing.

A high proportion of the housing is owner occupied. This census tract

ranked second in frequency of residential burglary in calendar year

1975. For the study period from JulYf 1974, through June, 1975, this

census tract had 130 residential burglaries and ranked si.xth in the

ci.ty for bUY'glary per opport.unity (one in eight units was burglarized) •

As shown in Table If the tract has ranked high in residential burglary

in previous years as well. Data in Table 1 also indicate that the area

has a street crime and a commercial burglary problem. E'br both of these

crimes, Tract 22 ranked in t.he top quartile of tract.s for the city. A

substant.ial port:ion of the commercial burglaries occurred along Broadway.

Development of CPTED design strategies can be integrated with a t.ax

increment redevelopment effort along Broadway. While there is no central

resident organization in this area, the neighborhood has a system of

block clubs '<lhich can serve as the basis for citizen involvement.

SITE 2: LO~'1RY HILL EAST NEIGHBORHOOD

This area consists' largely of Census Tract 67. However, the bound-

ary has been expanded one block to the east to include the cOMuercial

establishment.s along Lyndale Avenue. These establishments have a sub-

stantial robbery problem. The boundaly of the tract has also been

expanded to the west to include the west side of Hennepin Avenue.



'l'ABLE 1

RANKING Ol~ CENSUS TRACT FOR SELECTED CRINES

JULY, 1974 - J'ULY, 1975
--_.----------------------

- CALENDAR YEAR

CENSUS

TRACT

RANK PER

OPPOR'l'UNI'I'Y

Rl\NX

FREQUENCY

FRE-

QUENCY

1975
RANK

FREQUENCY

1974
RANK

FREQUENCY

1973
RANK

FREQUENCY

22 5 8 130 2 10 *
67 30 1 167 1 1 1

69 * * 61 ~: * *
71 * 2 150 8 2 I";)

22
67
69
71

a
a
a
a

16

*
30
22

29 9 12

12 * " *
19 15 *
26 16 5

25

*
15
17

22
67
69
71

a
a
a
a

* 3 *
23 7 9

;, 5 12

18 10 *

26

*
*

23

24

*
4

16

. b
Street C:nmes

22 a 21 41 lOb 13
b 27

h

67 a 23 39 25 * 26

69 a 6 67 7 8 16

71 a 9 56 10 13 27

--_.-

*Rank below t:he top quartile.

a
Not yet. available on "per opport.unity" basis.

b
-The calendar year data are for street robbery only. They do not include

,rape, assault and street larceny offenses included in the other data.
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This section of Hennepin ]l,venue has a cluster of commercial burglaries.

Housing in this area is a mix of single-family and multi-family struc-

tures with a high 110using density. During the study period, this tract

ranked thirtieth in terms of burglaries per opportunity with one in

sixteen units being burglarized. However, for calendar years 1973-

1975, this tract ranked highest in the city in frequency of residential

burglary with 167 residential burglaries occurring during the period

under study.

C:dme prevention design efforts in this area can tie into the

Neighborhood Emphasis Program, which is presently undexway and supported

"

by Cmmnunity Development funds. 'rhe area also offers the advantage of

a strong neighborhood organization which has already begun work on crime

problems.

SITE 3: WHITTIER NEIGHBORHOOD

'rhis sit.e consists of the portions of Census Tracts 69 and 71

which lie west of Highway 35W. It includes the Minneapolis Institute

of Arts and Washburn-Fair Oaks Park as well as a variety of types of

multi-family housing and some single~family housing. Among the multi-

family structures are a number of developments for senior citizens.

Like Site 2 this site has a high residential density. Consequently,

while the number of residential burglaries is quite high, the rate per

opportunity is only slightly above average for the city. However, for

tile other three classes of cri ~, Site 3 ranks in the top quartile of

tracts. The most severe crime problem appears to be street crime.
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Both ·tracts climbed in rank on street crime from 1973 to 1974 and

again from 1974 to 1975 t.O the point where they both ranked among

the top 10 tracts by the end of 1975.

Endowment for the Arts funds a1ld Community Development funds have

been earmarked for this area and the area is the focus of an int:ensive

development planning effort by the city. 'l'hese factors should aid

implemen'cation of any design recolID11Emdations in the CP'l'ED plan. There

is an existing resident organization which has been involved in a

range of neighborhood projects.


